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RECENTLY WENT to a concert featur-

ing all original music composed by

Russell Steinberg, an accomplished

composer and conductor with a Ph.D.

in music from Harvard University. This

concert presented the world premiere of many

of Steinberg’s compositions.  

The work was brilliantly brought to life by

extraordinary musicians including violinists

and cellists of the esteemed Los Angeles

Philharmonic and a world music trio called

Many Axes. 

The instruments used by Many Axes range

from the most primitive to traditional ethnic

and from copies of ancient instruments to

original creations. This trio created music

entirely on unique instruments such as conch

shells, didgeridoos and boom whackers. One of

their original creations was a bass frame drum

with marbles and balls whirling around inside.  

World music mixes Western and non-

Western instruments and this concert show-

cased standard classical orchestral musicians

creating music with a contemporary world

music ensemble.

You may ask: What kind of music is this?

Well, this is considered contemporary classical

music. Yes, this does sound like quite the oxy-

moron, doesn’t it?  

Let me give you an

overview of contemporary

classical music. Obviously,

contemporary music is any

music being written in the

present day. Contemporary

classical music is music

being written in the present

day with its foundation

rooted in classical music,

be that Western or Eastern

classical. In this context,

contemporary applies to

music written from about

1975 to the present. But

such music can be even

more limiting to include

only living composers and

their work.  

The evolution of con-

temporary music through

the 20th century saw move-

ments such as modernism, the twelve tone

technique, atonality and futurism to move-

ments such as nationalism, socialist realism,

neoclassicism and serialism. Then came elec-

tronic music that includes computer music,

synthesizers, mixed media, performance art

and fluxus. Since then, there has been minimal

music and it goes on and on. 

Wow! What does this all mean?

MUSICAL MOVEMENTS

Honestly, it is too much to wrap our heads

around in this column alone, so I will try to give

you the premise on which these movements

are built. For starters, if you understand the lit-

eral definitions of the above-mentioned titles,

then you can surely surmise what was happen-

ing to music at these times. Of course, there is

much debate on how, what and when to name

these musical movements, and just as these

categorizations are vague and contradictory, so

are the distinct sounds of the music of these

particular movements.  

The bottom line is that everything must

evolve to stay alive. Music, in general, has

always adapted to social influences. Maybe the

new movements were sparked by a rebellion

against adhering to the strict classical music

score. 

The study of music theory is based on the

structure of how classical music is composed.

There are definite rules when composing in the

Western classical style. But contemporary clas-

sical music breaks these rules while still carry-

ing the traits of the theoretical structure behind

classical composition. For instance, to com-

pose for a string quartet in a contemporary

way, the composer still needs to know how to

compose classically as when the string quartet

had its inception. This brings out the distinc-

tive sound quality of the string quartet.  

Contemporary classical music has since

become a fusion of many movements. In my

opinion, we are in the era of “anything goes.”

Contemporary classical even allows for scien-

tific influences and the combination of genres

of music. Maybe a marriage between

Beethoven and The Beatles?  

Within this “anything goes” policy, I feel the

structure of contemporary art forms is mainly

born of an “impetus.” Most contemporary clas-

sical composers have an absolute personal

inspiration to go along with the chosen theo-

retical structure behind their work. Just as a

doctor may choose his or her specialty, so does

a contemporary composer choose what tech-

nique he or she may want to use. In studying

composers who have gone before them, con-

temporary classical com-

posers may find them-

selves influenced by many

different techniques while

also inventing their own

along the way.

When you think of con-

temporary classical music,

you may think of disso-

nant, non-melodic sounds

that are not pleasing to the

ear. I must tell you, con-

temporary classical music

has been some of the most

beautiful music I have ever

heard. I have also heard

some that downright hurt

my ears. Frankly, with

those not-so-accessible

works, it all goes back to

respecting the education,

technique, revelation
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classical music and it was a unique experience,

to say the least. I can tell you that the notes on

the page sometimes do not look like a tradi-

tional music score. There are notations in a

contemporary score which artists who are

strictly taught how to read a classical score

must learn. Also, contemporary classical com-

posers sometimes will not use their instru-

ments or the voice in traditional ways. 

As a vocalist, I have had to make vocalisms

outside the realm of my operatic singing, for

example, creating a whispered vocal tone or a

high shrill sound that would make the operatic

community cringe. Still, much of the singing in

contemporary classical music adheres to a

beautiful, classical style. 

NONTRADITIONAL WAYS

Here are other examples. In a contemporary

classical performance, I have seen a piano

being plucked instead of played – that is, a

musician stands over an open piano and plucks

the strings inside the piano; that is surely not

traditional. I have also seen a violinist moving

the bow up and down the fingerboard of the

instrument to create an eerie shrieking sound.  

So when a composer notates these indica-

tions for a musician to interpret, they are not

standard and often times the composers them-

selves must coach the performer on interpret-

ing the piece. This is why many composers

actually conduct their own works in perform-

ance. 

I have also seen composers place musicians

on a stage in nontraditional ways to enhance

the sonic nuance of a piece. For instance, say, a

string quartet is playing. The viola player may

be sitting far left on a stage and the cellist

standing in the back of the stage and maybe the

violinist is even walking around while playing

or playing from the rear of the concert hall! 

Many times in contemporary classical

music, there also exists the use of improvisa-

tion. The composer’s score may encompass a

framework and the musicians will improvise

musically within that framework. The possibil-

ities are endless. These composers tend to be

experimental and they utilize textures. 

There are only a handful of contemporary

classical music composers who are extremely

lucrative. Usually they fall into the category of

pop songwriters and well-known film score

composers. 

So, as you can see, the popularity of contem-

porary classical music is not all that high. We all

know the popularity of an art form comes down

to money, marketing and accessibility and even

in the age of contemporary music, classical

music struggles to survive. Sometimes, an art

form must die to be reborn. 

We will always enjoy the “oldies, but good-

ies” when it comes to classical music, but I urge

you to open your minds to contemporary clas-

sical. There are many companies around the

world that specialize in putting on productions

of contemporary works, they just need more of

an audience. 

I encourage musicians and composers to

write new music: new operas, new symphonic

works, new choral works, and to just get their

music out into the world. You never know who

is listening and you may just ignite a new er  
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a.

PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE:
Joshua Bell rehearses against the 

background of Leonard Bernstein
before the 44th Annual Grammy

Awards in Los Angeles in February
2002. Bernstein is considered one of
the greatest contemporary classical

music exponents.

In a contemporary 
classical performance,

I have seen a piano
being plucked instead

of played – that is, a 
musician stands over

an open piano and
plucks the strings

inside the piano; that
is surely not 
traditional. 

Geeta Bhatnagar-Novotny is the quintessen-

tial artist.  She lives in a paradoxical state of

contemporary classical by being a classical

singer, actor and teacher in this age of

YouTube and reality TV ... of course, all the

while pursuing her endeavors with ambitious

ingenuity.


